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SENSITIVE® SCULPT FORATO FABRIC
The exceptional bioclimatic comfort 
of the SENSITIVE® SCULPT FORATO 
fabric allows the athlete to wear a 
garment equipped with chest and 
back protectors that does not hinder 
movement in any way and remains 
cool and dry and stable in position 
throughout the entire period of sports 
practice. 

Sensitive® Fabrics are designed and created to offer exceptional characteristics such as: breathability, 
comfort, quick drying, UV protection, durability and are chosen by the main brands in the sports, 
clothing, underwear and swimwear sector. Fabrics completely Made in Italy respecting the environment.

NEW W.R.A.P. 
PROTECTIONS
WIDE RANGE ADAPTIVE PROTECTIONS

SENSITIVE® FABRIC

BODY MOISTURE SYSTEM
Provides perfect breathability and 
greater freshness

QUICK DRYING
Dries twice as fast as 
conventional sportswear

SUN-BLOCK
Ensure high UV protection

EXTRA COMFORT
Offers great wearability and
perfect shape

SENSITIVECOSYSTEM®
Certifies our commitment to Eco 
sustainability and the environment

Discover the redesigned range of W.R.A.P. protections.
State-of-the-art protections, designed using materials 
and production techniques that fully satisfy the needs of 
athletes, such as: the use of the new Sensitive® fabric 
that guarantees freshness and breathability, Sas Tec® 
and ImpacTec® way more comfortable protective inserts, 
silicone details and customized piping for optimal comfort. 
The W.R.A.P. range of protectors include: bodyguards, knee 
pads, elbow pads, back protectors, and padded shorts. 
Discover it on www.ufoplast.com

Each W.R.A.P. protection is recognizable by the symbol:

The new range of W.R.A.P. is enriched with an important 
advantage, from today, in addition to the replaceable 
internal protective inserts, the interchangeable 
fabrics of the various protections are added. This new 
option makes our products easy to restore in the event 
of damage, and allows the customer to choose different 
combinations of fabric and internal protections, to optimize 
the purchase of the various components and consequently 
optimize costs as well as having a lower environmental 
impact . By choosing Ufo Plast, our customers can count on 
high quality products that last over time, without having to 
give up on sustainability.

Protections with replaceable spare parts are recognizable 
by the symbol:

SENSITIVE® RIB LIGHT FABRIC
The exceptional bioclimatic comfort 
of the SENSITIVE® RIB LIGHT 
fabric allows the athlete to wear 
a garment equipped with chest 
and back protectors that does not 
hinder movement in any way and 
remains cool and dry and stable 
in position throughout the entire 
period of sports practice. 

SPARE PARTS
AVAILABLE

SENSITIVE® 
SCULPT FORATO 

FABRIC

IMPACTEC® 
PROTECTORS

OUR MISSION IS YOUR SAFETY
impacTec premium protectors are the result of 
many years of research and development, exploring 
various types of material to perfect our protector 
production and safety rating. We believe in protecting 
the enviroment, ensuring your safety, managing our 
productivity, and of course, in continuous research to 

improve the quality of our products.

Our protectors are made from a special Polyurethane mix to ensure 
the optimum balance between comfort, weight and strength.

Eco-Friendly
Our aim is to produce protectors without damage to 
the environment

1 - Waste Management System: reduce, reuse and recycling to 
reduce environmental impact.
2 - Low Energy Consumption: reduction of the environmental 
impact
3 - Automatic Spraying Machine: for energy saving and waste 
reduction.
4 - Reusable Head Cleaners: Special cleaners which to safe our 
atmosphere and our workers health.
5 - Improved Formula:
New formula is lighter than ever! 
6 - Zero Detox Report: Short Chained Chlorinated Paraffins 
(C10-C13): Not Detected <1000 ppm
7 - General Operators and Users Healthcare:
Operating standrards are higher than the legal requirements

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENTS INSIDE W.R.A.P.  PROTECTIONS

PEOPLE TRUST IN OUR HIGH QUALITY 
PROTECTORS
SAS-TEC is an innovative producer of protectors 

with many years of experience in this sector. Our leading engineers 
have more than 25 years of practical experience they gained a very 
good insight in all kind of protection systems that are available on the 
market. Based on this experience many protectors have been developed 
in detailed work since the company foundation in 2004, and we keep 
introducing new products to the market on a regular base. Not only in 
the motorbike sector, but also in the medical and sports sector people 
trust in our high quality SAS-TEC protectors

Our high-quality soft foam protectors offer excellent safety functions 
not only when riding a motorcycle, mountain bike or when skiing. 
3D-Protector from visco elastic soft foam with excellent shock 
absorption values. Anatomically perfectly adapted and barely 
noticeable. High-end engineering for greater safety.

Special foam of SAS-TEC: The special characteristics of our unique 
SAS-TEC foam
1-Viscoelastic foam with memory effect
2-Multi impact compliant
3-Excellent residual forces
4-Lightweight
5-Adaptive absorption
6-In impulse responding behaviour
7-Environmental compatibility
8-Long product life
9-Temperature stability
10-Comfort
11-Washable (hand wash)

SENSITIVE® 
RIB LIGHT 

FABRIC

SAS-TEC® 
PROTECTORS

SENSITIVE® 
FABRIC

SAS-TEC® 
PROTECTORS
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